JOVACO Suite for

Project
Manufacturing

Manage your project
manufacturing operations
in real time

In an environment as fast-paced
as project manufacturing, the
right people need to have access
to the right information at the
right time, both at the financial
and operational levels.
A fully integrated solution
specifically designed for project
manufacturing ensures that you
have in hand the data needed
to obtain precise cost estimates,
to manage all aspects of your
manufacturing cycle, to meet
budgets and timelines, and to
analyze the profitability of your
projects with improved accuracy.

> INCREASE YOUR ORGANIZATION’S PRODUCTIVITY
Divide your projects into work orders according to their phases
to obtain greater visibility onto each step of the manufacturing
process and better react to changes.
> ESTABLISH MORE PRECISE TIMELINES
Plan your production in real time to adjust to unforeseen events as
they arise, and benefit from the advanced planning and scheduling
tool to adapt to bottlenecks, priorities and deadlines.
> REDUCE YOUR PRODUCTION COSTS
Manage your entire order backlog to optimize your production plans
with a fully integrated solution. Streamline your various processes
and increase the efficiency of your production to decrease costs.
>	ensure the satisfaction of your clients
Obtain estimates that more accurately reflect the actuals and avoid
cost overruns with detailed analyses. Provide clients with precise
delivery dates thanks to improved insight into project progress.

Manage your projects and operations more efficiently

with an integrated system specifically designed for manufacturing firms
Sales

Opportunities
and Clients
Manage your entire
sales cycle from
a single solution
that centralizes all
client requests and
communications
to facilitate followups and ensure
their satisfaction.
Review and analyze
past proposals
by tracking
opportunities and
quotes with more
precision.
Once the sale is
completed and the
project created,
you can manage
it efficiently,
better control
your budgets,
and provide your
operations team
with all the details
that they need to
perform their tasks
expediently.
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Production

Estimate
Estimate the value
of your projects
and automate
your markup
calculations to
obtain accurate
cost estimates.
The customization
possibilities of the
solution make
it possible to
import data to
establish precise
cost details for
the raw materials,
labor, machine
and overhead fees
necessary until
completion of the
project.
You can then
submit quotes that
are more accurate
and obtain better
insight into
revenue forecasts.

Design

Procurement

Planning

Have the flexibility
required to create
projects and BOMs
and break them
down into phases
and milestones.
This way, you can
track the progress
of your work orders
closely to ensure
that the project is
completed within
the required
timeframe.

Manage your
complete
procurement
cycle, from the
requisition phase
to invoicing, not to
mention potential
returns. Have a
complete view of
all your purchasing
requirements and
group together
the purchases for
multiple projects to
save on both time
and costs.

Establish precise
schedules and
optimize resource
utilization with the
advanced planning
and scheduling
(APS) and resource
leveling features,
which allow you
to adjust your
planning according
to bottlenecks,
priorities and due
dates.

The increased
visibility onto
your various work
orders offers
enhanced control
on the different
activities required
to complete them,
giving you a clearer
idea of the effort
required until
completion.

Manage the
calendars of your
resources and
Obtain better
production units to
control over your
know in advance
purchases with an
how new projects
approval process
will affect current
based on your
operations, provide
specific business
rules. Allocate them your clients with
more accurate
to a given project
timelines, and react
for a more precise
promptly to any
estimate of its
changes.
profitability.

Analysis

Manufacturing
and Production

Data
Collection

This is the heart of
the solution, allowing
you to manage
your complete
manufacturing cycle
with a fully integrated
picking, clocking and
backflushing process
that can be adapted
to your specific
business rules while
also supporting your
operations.

Manage the data
collection process
for the operations
of each work order,
and track both your
material and labor
costs in real time as
they are incurred.
The integrated
timesheet allows
your staff members
to easily input their
time, which will
be automatically
allocated to the
appropriate project,
providing you with
accurate costs that
become available
in real time across
your entire system,
thanks to the full
integration.

Optimize the tracking
of each phase of
your work orders
and projects as
well as operations,
purchases, and direct
and indirect costs.
Increase your firm’s
productivity and
maximize project
profitability by
allocating costs to any
project.

Installation and
Services

Cost Analysis

Accounting

Leverage the
capabilities of a
flexible solution to
allocate tasks and
costs, even those
not directly related
to manufacturing, to
any of your projects.

Increase the
visibility onto your
costs and revenue
throughout the
entire manufacturing
process with a fully
integrated financial
system.

Manage your
costs, invoices
and reports from
the same system,
thanks to a robust
accounting solution
fully integrated to
operations.

Ensure as well that
this information
is provided and
billed to the client
as necessary, for
example in the case
of installations or
any other after-sales
services.

Have at your disposal
all the tools required
to properly review
different metrics and
KPIs related to costs,
directly from your
system and in real
time.

Evaluate project
profitability and
productivity
levels for both
your factory and
resources.

You will then have a
better idea of your
costs in regards to
each phase of the
project, allowing
you to more
appropriately cost
out these services in
the future.

Track the profitability
of your projects
and clients in real
time for improved
forecasts of costs
and revenue at the
time of completion
in order to avoid any
surprises.

Ensure that your
accounting and
manufacturing
numbers balance,
and facilitate the
creation of financial
reports.
Benefit from realtime visibility on
both individual work
orders and global
operations.

Benefits for all users
in your organization
Management

Production Manager

The integrated data facilitates
the evaluation of project
profitability as well as
productivity levels for both
equipment and resources. The
automated real-time allocation
of resources’ costs and time
offers increased visibility on
both individual work orders as
well as global operations.

The entire manufacturing
cycle can be managed with a
fully integrated process that
allows for detailed tracking
of operations, purchases, and
costs. Precise timelines can be
calculated for every project,
while the solution is also flexible
enough for quick action in case
of unforeseen changes.

Project Managers

Factory Employees

Better visibility on project
progress and cost analysis
facilitates change management
throughout projects and makes
it easier to meet deadlines. The
integrated system also centralizes
all communications exchanged
with clients for easier follow-ups
and timely responses.

Employees can review current
and future work orders to
always stay on top of priorities.
The web-based data collection
module allows them to enter
their time automatically to the
right project from anywhere
and at any time via the device
of their choice.

Project manufacturing firms face
challenges specific to their reality
Do these situations sound familiar?
> Projets spanning long periods (more than 3 months)
> Complex design often unique to client specifications
> Procurement process with several delivery times to manage
> Management of changes coming from engineering or customers
> Project-specific procurement
> Real-time manufacturing cost tracking
> Management of complex schedules

JOVACO is a Microsoft Gold-certified Independent Software
Vendor who specializes in vertical solutions and offers a
complete range of applications to meet the needs of projectbased businesses.
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